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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 74 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.TWELVE hundred years ago a Chinese historian
stated that On the eastern frontier of the land of Japan there is a barrier of great mountains,
beyond which is the land of the Hairy Men. These were the Aino, so named from the word in their
own language signifying man. Over most of the country of these rude and helpless indigenes the
Japanese have long since spread, only a dwindling remnant of them still inhabiting the island of
Yezo. Since the early days when a couple of them were sent as curiosities to the Emperor of China
their uncouth looks and habits have made them objects of interest to more civilised nations. Many
European writers have described them, but hardly any with such opportunities as Mr. Basil Hall
Chamberlain, Professor of Philology at the Tokyo University, who has taken down from the Ainos
the present collection of their tales, and prefaced it with an account of their ways and state of mind.
It would hardly be for me to offer information on a subject so excellently handled, but the request
of...
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This is an amazing publication i actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading through period. Its been developed in
an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in
my opinion.
-- Noa h Pa dber g-- Noa h Pa dber g

It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Wa lsh-- Destiny Wa lsh
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